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Abstract
Gunrock is a social bot designed to engage users in open domain conversations.
We improved our bot iteratively using large scale user interaction data to be more
capable and human-like. Our system engaged in over 40, 000 conversations during
the semi-finals period of the 2018 Alexa Prize. We developed a context-aware
hierarchical dialog manager to handle a wide variety of user behaviors, such as
topic switching and question answering. In addition, we designed a robust threestep natural language understanding module, which includes techniques such as
sentence segmentation and automatic speech recognition (ASR) error correction.
Furthermore, we improve the human-likeness of the system by adding prosodic
speech synthesis. As a result of our many contributions and large scale user
interactions analysis, we achieved an average score of 3.62 on a 1 − 5 Likert scale
on Oct 14th. Additionally, we achieved an average of 22.14 number of turns and a
5.22 minutes conversation duration.
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Introduction

One considerable challenge in dialog system research is training and testing dialog systems with a
large number of users. To address this, most researchers have previously simulated users to train and
evaluate their systems through paid subjects on crowd-sourced platforms [27]. However, systems
trained and evaluated in such a manner can yield precarious results when directly deployed as a real
product. The Amazon Alexa Prize provided a platform to attract a large number of volunteer users
with real intent to interact with social conversational systems. We obtained on average more than 500
conversations per day over the course of the 45 day evaluation period. In total, we collected 487,314
conversation turns throughout the entire development period, with collection ending on Aug 14th.
Anyone who has an Alexa powered device, such as Amazon Echo, can interact with our system in the
US. Our system needed to handle a large pool of diverse users.
As humans are accustomed to the communication patterns of one another, most users would likely
transfer their human-human communicative behavioral patterns and expectations to interactions with
a system. For example, while users quickly learned that Microsoft Cortana (a personal assistant)
could not handle social content, 30% of the total user utterances addressing it consisted of social
content [10]. Therefore, one possible way to improve conversational system performance is to imitate
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